French Autumn Term 2017
Madame Nicola

Class 1
Children in Early Years will enjoy learning French through a variety of songs, rhymes,
games and flashcard activities. In Class 1 some children will be learning a language for
the first time whilst others will be increasing their fluency and confidence by revising
what they have learnt so far. This first half term will focus on basic greetings and
the numbers 1-10. After half term, children will start a new fun topic about family.
Basic greetings and numbers
They






will be able to…
say hello, goodbye, yes, no, please and thank you
answer the register with correct form of address (madame/monsieur)
ask and answer what your name is
ask people how they are and say how they are feeling
say the numbers 1-10

Ma famille
They






will be able to…
say who is in their family
give the names of family members
learn about family life in France
sing a French version of ‘The Farmer’s in his den’
do a rap about a family in French

Class 2
Children in Class 2 will revise basic greetings and numbers and then start a fun
topic about animals and pets using a variety of games, songs and activities.
Mon animal
They









will be able to…
revise basic greetings and numbers
read, say and write the names of some animals
ask and say if they have a pet or not
sing some songs about animals
describe their own pet or someone else’s
play a board game about animals
conduct a survey about pets and present the results
act out a story about animals
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Class 3
This Term, Class 3 will revise basic greetings and numbers and then start a fun
topic about Games using a variety of songs, activities and games (of course!).
On joue?
They




will be able to…
understand what games French children play
say which games they have or don’t have
say which games they like or don’t like
use useful phrases for playing games
 name some colours and shapes
 make and play a game in French

Class 4
This Term, children in class 4 will be starting a new unit of work: Au College (School).
Lessons will incorporate a variety of fun and creative activities to keep children
engaged and focus on the four main language learning skills of Speaking, Listening,
reading and Writing.
A l’école
They










will be able to…
name a number of pencilcase items
work in groups to video a funny classroom scene sketch
tell the time and say what time it is
revise the days of the week and dates
read and understand information about a French girl and boy and answer
questions
write their own school timetables and read others
talk about their school subjects and express simple opinions
act out a sketch loosely inspired by a traditional fairytale
find out about school in France

